Comfort, Security
Peace of Mind

ENERGY
We use 1.1 ’U’ Value argon gas filled double
glazing as standard. Together with our high
performance frames we offer ‘A’ to ‘C’ rated
windows.
New to our collection is the highest performing
PVCU window currently manufactured in the UK
with an overall 0.8 ‘U’ value for frame and glazing
combined, meeting the 2016 ‘A’ rated code
level 6 for sustainable homes.
In the current economic climate reducing heating
costs benefits not only the consumer's pocket but
the environment at large. We have taken the time to
do the research for you and can advise on the best
solution for your home to balance heat retention with
value for money.
SECURITY
All our products use the latest technology in locking
systems to ensure high performance long term. In
tests, they not only met the requirements of the police
preferred initiative, ‘Secured by Design,’ but in
fact doubled the performance needed to ensure
compliance. Internal beading coupled with our BS
‘Class A’ profile (currently the highest attainable)
complete the security picture.

FINISHES / COLOURS
Our white windows have a particularly
smooth finish achieved through a slow
extrusion process to minimize cleaning
needs and ensure long lasting good looks.
Cherrywood (Light oak) and Rosewood
are also offered in a foil finish.
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In order to stay ahead of our competitors
we also provide any RAL colour using the
latest cutting edge paint technology. This
process chemically bonds the paint to the
substrate to form a permanent coating of
superior durability.

Bright, contemporary
or subtle.
Choose from any RAL
or Heritage colour
White, Light Oak
or Rosewood
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PROFESSIONAL
We have an unrivalled technical department of
which we are immensely proud. Our technical
team is acknowledged for having an ability to offer
the best advice when it comes to specifying and
problem solving even the most difficult of projects
for our customers. From framing queries to glazing
options or locking types to sound / heat insulation
choices, we have the product range to meet the most
discerning requirements!
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FULLY SCULPTURED - 70mm frames,
beautiful, safe and warm

Master: two
hooks, two
rollers, two shoot
bolts, latch and
deadbolt.
Slave: handle
operated, two
shootbolts.
Secured by
Design AntiBump locking
cylinders for
added protection

POLICE APPROVED - secured by design
WORLDWIDE
Over the years our products have enhanced homes throughout the UK and
Ireland but have also made an impact in exclusive areas such as the Hamptons
and Manhattan in the USA and even as far away as Japan.

SLIMLINE PROFILES

FRENCH DOORS - inward or outward opening
with standard low level threshold

BAY WINDOWS

LUXURY APARTMENTS

QUALITY STANDARDS
Our windows and doors have been
thoroughly tested to achieve and
surpass the highest British Standards:
BS 7950 - enhanced security
standards
BS EN ISO 9001 - providing
consistent quality management of
manufacture
BS 6375 - exposure / performance
accreditation
Our fully sculptured lead-free
70mm frame performs to the highest
standards and looks aesthetically
pleasing too - further proof that
COMPOSITE DOORS
beauty is not just skin deep!

BOW WINDOWS

TILT AND TURN

FULLY REVERSIBLE - Easy Clean

VERTICAL SLIDING SASHES Three chamber profile (most have two)
Triple Sealed
Up to 1500 x 2800

CASEMENT WINDOWS

CRAFTSMAN FITTED
Our ethos is “Ad excellentiam
consequendam” or roughly translated
– In pursuit of Excellence. Our team
of professional installers adhere to this
strict code ensuring complete customer
satisfaction is achieved at all times.

PANELLED DOORS

BI-FOLD DOORS

